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Today wine tourism is not just a trip in search of where to drink it again. Wine is 
an amazing product, grown in a certain area, which leaves its mark on the quality 
and quality of wine. It is not for nothing that most wine labels be ar the name of 
the pla ce where the wine was produced.  

Thanks to wine tourism, you have the opportunity to taste the taste of wine exactly 
where it was grown, to see with your own eyes the vineyards where crimson 
bunches grow, to visit the factories and ta lk with winemakers, thanks to whose 
experience this amazing drink is obtained.  

The southern region s of Romania and Ukraine are famous for their vineyards and 
wineries. We will tell you about the most interesting wineries in these regions.  

Sector 1:  

Constanta – Cernavoda – Bucharest – Buzau – Focsani – Galati  

Time: 3 days (with overnight stay in Bucharest, Focsani ) 

 

Sector 2:  

Krynychne – Oksamytne – Izmail – Strumok – Shabo – Koblevo – Slivino – Parutino   

Time: 2 days ( with overnight stay in Odesa)  

promoting local artisan products
strengthening image, identity and visibility of the region
setting the framework for long term cooperation of various stakeholders

Administrative geography/counties included: outh-eastern regions of Romania,
as well as south-western and central regions of Ukraine
Duration of the tourist road: 5 days
Season: all year long
Transport accessibility: car, bike, boat
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Keywords:
wine and gastronomy
ethnography
traditional crafts
nature exploration
spa and wellness

Types of sites:
vineyards and wine
cellars
traditional villages
spa and wellness resorts
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Sector 1 Southern regions of Romania

Start point: Ostrov

Stop-point: Focsani

End point: Galati

Romanian winemaking has an impressive past. Archaeological research has 
shown that primitive d evices for making wine existed here 6000 years ago, and 
the ancient Greeks and Romans ensured wide popularity of Romanian wine.  

Today vineyards in Romania cover a total area of 275,000 hectares, and the 
annual production of wine is about 8 million hectol iters (approximately 10% of 
French production), which makes Romania one of the ten largest wine producers 
in Europe. This is facilitated by geological and climatic factors favorable for grape 
cultivation.  

Our route involves a visit to the Dobruja region, w hich is located in the southeast 
of the country, between Bucharest and the Black Sea. Dobrudja is the birthplace 
of sweet and semi -sweet wines of the highest class, which are made from Feteasca 
Regala, Chardonnay, Welsh Riesling and Pinot gray grapes.  

They also produce excellent dry and semi -dry red and white wines from the 
varieties Babasca Nagra, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Black Pinot, Muscat Ottonel 
and Tamayoaza Romanasca, and Chardonnay, produced with the use of noble 
mold, is a truly world -class wine . 

The most interesting vineyards and vinery on road: Os trov Domains, Alira Wine 

Cellar,  Verde Winery,  S ăhăteni Vineyard Vinarte and Zore ști Vineyards Sarica, 

Niculi țel Șarba, Odobe ști, Vincon Vineyards.  

Constanta – Cernavoda – Bucharest – Buzau – Focsani – Galati
Time: 3 days (with overnight stay in Bucharest, Focsani)

Targeted types of tourists: experienced wine enthusiast, curious wine tourist
Main targeted country markets: Russian Federation, Republic of Moldova, Ger–
many, Poland, Bulgaria.
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Activities and designated places:

 scenic views

 vineyards

Romania
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Sector 2 Southern regions of Ukraine
Start point: Krynychne
Stop-point: Odesa
End point: Parutino

"The truth is in wine" - the ancient Romans assured, and, probably, they were 
partly right. It is difficult to imagine a summer vacation on the seashore without 
a bottle of this amusing drink. Entire treatises have been written about the culture 
of wine consumption. And not without reason, because winemaking is a serious 
science! And  wine tourism is a whole area! Today you will be convinced that 
Ukrainian wines are no worse than foreign ones. The specialized scientific 
institute of winemaking named after Tairov is located in the Odessa region, in the 
village of Tairovo. And here, in t he Odessa region, as well as in the sunny Nikolaev 
region, there are enterprises, experimental farms and private wineries, where they 
know a lot about making wine and cherish the culture of its consumption. 
Distinguishing quality wine from counterfeit, dis tinguishing taste notes and truly 
enjoying wine will be taught at tastings. You will learn about well -known and, 
perhaps, not yet known to you wine producers in the south of Ukraine and about 
the possibilities of wine tours on our route.  

Krynychne – Oksamytne – Izmail – Strumok– Shabo– Koblevo – Slivino– 
Parutino  

Time: 2 days (with overnight stay in Odesa)

Targeted types of tourists: experienced wine enthusiast, curious wine tourist.
Targeted country market: Ukraine, Germany, Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia, 
Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria, Moldova, Russian Federation
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01 OSTROV AND LIPNITA OSTROV DOMAINS
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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OSTROV DOMAINS - OSTROV AND LIPNI ȚA COMMUNES 

 
The region includes vineyards established on the  sands and sandy soils of the 
Danube terraces. The  delimitation of the area begins in the South -West of  
Oltenia, continues along the Danube, then to Dobrudja  (Oltina Vineyard, 

Constan ța County) and ends in the  Bărăgan Plain (Br ăila County). The wine -growing 
region of the Danube Terraces was specialized until  1989 in the production of 
table grapes, according to a  theory which stated that the sandy la nds would limit  
the quantitative and qualitative potential of the wine  varieties. The oenological 
advances have caused this  theory to be rejected, the wine region being 
specialized  nowadays in the production of dry wines and half white  
and red wines of sup erior quality. Ostrov Vineyard is  located in the South -West of 

Dobrudja, in the angle  formed by the Danube (Ialomi ței Pond) and the border  
with Bulgaria. The grapevine wounds are gravitating  to the following centers: 

Ostrov and Lipni ța. Tourists  who want t o spend more time in the region can stay  
at “Curtea dintre vii”. The property offers 8 apartments  for 4 people and 8 double 
rooms for 2 people. The  Ostrov Domains offer traditional food and several  
tasting packages, depending on the number of wines  present ed. 

useful information
address:
1, Regiei Street, Ostrov commune, Constanta County
contact: +4 0241 857 545, +4 0241 857 546
email: office@domeniileostrov.ro
webiste: www.domeniileostrov.ro
working hours: Monday - Friday - 08:00 -16:00
CURTEA DINTRE VII
fees:
180 lei: double room/night
200 lei: apartment/night
contact: +4 0726 777 226
email: booking@domeniileostrov.ro
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02  ALIRA WINERY ALIMAN

SECTOR 1 SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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useful information
address:
1, Regiei Street, Ostrov commune, Constanta County
contact: +4 0216 372 273
email: comenzi@alira.ro

https://alira.rowebsite: 

ALIRA WINERY – ALIMAN 
 
The wine region Dobrudja Hills is part of the Dobrudja  Plateau, clearly delimited 
between the Danube, the Black Sea and the border with Bulgaria. Alira is an 80 ha 
winery-boutique, located in this region, on the hills  on the banks of  the Old 
Danube.  
The winery grows only 3 varieties of wine: Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and  
Fetească Neagră. 
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03  VERDE WINERY, BABADAG
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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VERDE WINERY – BABADAG  

The Verde (Babadag) Vineyard has a history of over 70  years. Even if it does not 
have a documented tradition,  the quality of the wines produced in the vineyard is  
due in particular to the cultivated varieties and the  favorable cli mate, similar to 
that of Italy or Spain. From  the assortments, the most notable are Aligote (from 
the variety of white wines) and the Merlot (from the variety  of red wines). Besides 
the 2 assortments, the company  also has in its portfolio the white wines 

Sauvignon  Blanc, Feteasc ă Regal ă, Riesling Italian, Pinot Gris,  Muscat Ottonel and 
the red wines Pinot Gris Rose and  Cabernet Sauvignon.  

useful information
address: 6, Ciucurovei Street, Babadag, Tulcea County
contact: +4 0241 548 889 +4 0722 369785
email: office@crama-verde.ro

https://www.crama-verde.rowebsite: 
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04  SAHATENI DOMAINS DEALU MARE
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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SĂHĂTENI DOMAINS -DEALU MARE   

The vineyards are part of the Dealu Mare wine area,  known for the quality of 
grapes and wine production,  on the hills surrounding the Carpathian Mountains, 
and  benefit from different types of clay -soils, with limestone  substrate. The 82 ha 

of vineyard is located in the  villages S ăhăteni, Naeni and Fin țești and benefit from  
exposure on the South side. The winery has facilities  for the production of about 
1,000 tons of grapes per  season (800,000 bottles), with 2 separate production  
lines, with controlled fermentation, fully automated for  both white and red win es. 
The underground cellar with  oak barrels and barrels provides optimal conditions 
for  aging certain batches of wine.  

useful information
contact: Aurelia Vininescu +40 212 110 9 77
email: marketing@domeniilesahateni.com

www.aureliavisinescu.comwebsite: 
vine varieties:
whites: Feteasca Alb, Tamâioasa Româneasca, Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc,
Pinot Grigio reds: Feteasca Neagra, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir, 
Syrah
wine brands: Nomad, Signum, Arbora, Artisan, Karakter, Anima
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05  VILLA ZORILOR WINE CELLAR - ZORESTI
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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useful information
contact: +40 213 233 803
vine varieties: Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Feteasca Neagra

VILLA ZORILOR WINE CELLAR – ZORESTI 
 
In Zorești commune, located in the Dealu Mare Wine region, Buzău County, the 
Vinarte company owns a total of 94 hectares - known as Villa Zorilor. The Vinarte 
group takes full advantage of the terroir available in Romania by sourcing fruit 
from 3 of the best locations: Sâmburești, Stârmina and Zorești. However, Villa 
Zorilor is, among other things, the birthplace of one of the most valuable 
representatives of the Romanian superpremium segment: Merlot Prince Matei. 
Apart from the impressive park near the winery, the luckiest of the visitors of the 
Villa Zorilor Winery can enjoy one of the most impressive sensory experiences 
here. 
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06  VITICOLA VINEYARD SARICA NICULITEL
SECTOR 1 SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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VITICOLA VINEYARD - SARICA NICULIȚEL 
 
Viticola Vineyard - Sarica Niculițel means ancient tradition, blessed by the sun 
embracing the hills of Sarica and Niculițel and comforted by the cool approach 
of the Danube. In the oldest vineyard of Dobrudja,  with its chosen and noble 
varieties, the wine is a story about the blessing of nature and about the passion  
for perfection. Even though, in essence, the way of  grape selection, their 
introduction in the winery and the traditional methods, thousands of years old, 
have been preserved, the new winemaking technologies are masterfully handled 
by internationally renowned oenologists, emphasizing the specific imprint of the  
Sarica area. 

useful information
address: Niculitel commune, Tulcea County
contact: Marius Iliev +4 031 425 19 34
e-mail: viaviticola@viaviticola.ro

https://www.viaviticola.ro/viaviticola-sarica-niculitelwebsite: 
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07  SARBA ODOBESTI - JARISTEA COMMUNE
SECTOR 1 SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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ȘARBA ODOBE ȘTI - JARI ȘTEA COMMUNE  

The Șarba Odobe ști plain, owned by Odobe ști Vinex  is located on the hills of 
Curvature S ub-Carpathians,  with the vineyards stretching to the forests of 

Crăciuna Monastery and the peak of M ăgura Odobe ști. The  excellent sun exposure 
(East -South -East) conferred  by the geographical position, the particularities of the  
soil and the balanced humidi ty make the wines of this  vineyard a sublime product. 

The varieties Șarba and  Galben ă de Odobe ști are the representative varieties  
that have adapted best to these regions. The Vinex  company was established in 
2002, in 2005 completing  the modernization and refurbishment to European  
standards, with a grape processing capacity of over  1,500 tons. The pride of the 
company is its cellar, dating  from the 18th century completely restored and 
storing over 2,000 HL premium wines, in stainless steel tanks  and oak bar rels.  

useful information
address: Varsatura village, Jaristea commune, Vrancea County
contact: Chipsila Silviu +4 0722 294 969
email: vinexodobesti@yahoo.ro

https://www.vinexodobesti.rowebsite: 
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08  LACERTA VINEYARD - DEALU MARE
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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LACERTA VINEYARD - DEALU MARE  

Lacerta owns 82 hectares of vineya rds in Dealu Mare region, one of the  most 
important wine regions in the country and the b est vineyard for red wines. The 
winery is located 100  km from Bucharest, on the same latitude as Bordeaux  and 
Piemont (45 degrees North) and takes pride in using gravi ty as not to damage the 
grapes with pumps or tubes. The production part is  complemented by a tast ing 
room, a wine shop, all with elegant architecture a nd refined design. The Tyrolean 
architects V. Miklautz  and M. Gaert ner have created a unique architectura l 
experience with the construction of the wine cellar, whi ch has become a landmark 
of the area. The Lacerta Vineya rd can be visited daily between 10:00 and 15:00 , 
also hosting seminars, team -bulding, tastings and other events.  

useful information
contact: Mihaela Oprea
+4 0721 234 599
website: www.lacertawinery.ro
wine brands: Lacerta, Cameleon
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09  NOMIBO WINERY - DEALU MARE
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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NOMIBO WINERY - DEALU MARE 
 

The small Nomibo Winery, located in the village of Greceanca on Istri ța hill, is part 
of the Dealu Mare wine region and expands over 5 hectares of land. The quality 
of the grapes (always harvested when overcooked), the experience, the chosen 
niche, justify the skilled observer to believe that the wines from here have a 
special identity, intended for an audience looking for the extract taste and the 
strong flavors. The winery is also experimenting with certain wine-based products 
mixed with macerated herbs, fol lowing traditional recipes. The Nomibo Winery is 
the perfect location for tourists who are looking for something different in terms 
of wineries. 

useful information
adress: 517, Greceanca village, Breaza
commune, Buzau County
contact: Marian Lupu
+4 0724 319 529
email: asaflev8@gmail.com
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10  PIETROASELE WINE RESEARCH CENTRE 
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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PIETROASELE WINE RESEARCH CENTRE – DEALU MARE 
 
Pietroasa Winery is a wi ne center that is part of Dealu Mare Vineyard, the largest 
vineyard in Muntenia.  
Founded in 1893, the winery is know n in Romania for 2 treasures: the treasure 
“Hen with golden chicks”, discovered near Via Ardel enilor in a former stone quarry 
and, the second representing the 3 hills (Istri ța, Câlțești, Șarânga) cultivated  with 
vines from ancient times.  
Tourists can benef it from a guided tour through the underground galleries with 
oak barrels and numerous bottles of red and white wine. Thus, they can find out  
about how the wine is made in Pietroasele, about the technologies used, about 
the quantity of grapes obtained annually from the vineyards, about the soil and 
the favorable climate in this area for the culture of  vines and about the con ditions 
for storing liqueurs in the cellar. Before tasti ng, they can see where the most 

valuable wines are kept: Riesling (1966 and 1970), Tămâiosă Românească (1983 

and 1986), Grasă (1994), Busuioacă de Bohotin (2003), etc.  

useful information
address: Pietroasele commune
contact: +4 0238 512 317
website: www.pietroasaveche.ro
visiting hours:
Monday - Friday - 07:30 -15:00
Saturday, Sunday - closed
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11  GÎRBOIU WINERY - DRAGOSLAVELE
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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GÎ RBOIU WINERY - DRAGOSLAVELE 
 
Gî rboiu Winery is a family business founded in 2005 which owns an area of 
approximately 250 hectares. Unique through the story it  tells and its specific 
climate conditions, Gî rboiu Winery offers a tribute to the fertile land and the 
winemaking tradition of the Vrancea region. The vineyards are situated in the 

Cotești commune, characterized by its favorable climate conditions and a soil rich 
in minerals, unique in the South -East of Romania. Gî rboiu Winery offers tourists 
the possibility to visit a modern winery and find out how some of the best wines 
are produced. Also travelers will be able to enjoy a personal ized wine tasting with 
detailed explanations. 

useful information
address:
43, Dealul Cramelor Street, Dragosloveni
village, Dumbraveni commune
contact: +4 0237 232 079
website: www.cramagirboiu.ro
visiting hours:
Monday - Friday - 08:00 - 16:00
Saturday, Sunday - closed
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12  BECIUL DOMNESC WINERY
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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BECIUL DOMNESC WINERY  
 
The Beciul Domnesc  Winery, now part of the Vincon Group, was built in the  15th 
century, during the reign of Stephen the Great. Th is unique building that reminds 
us of the glory of ancien t times, a historical monument, is also home to the 
company’s professional wine cellar. The winery is the only o ne of its kind in 
Romania. Over 100,000 wine bottles,  who date back to 1949 onwards, silently 
wait for the dust in the fine cloth to provide them with the necessary protection 
to evolve slowly but surely starting wit h the first years of life, then continuing with 
childhood, maturity and seniority, thus becoming the resp ectable seniors of the 
Romanian wines. 

useful information
address:
Beciul Domnesc Street, Odobesti, Vrancea
County
contact: contact@vinconromania.com
website: www.vinconromania.com
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13  PARADIS WINERY
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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PARADIS WINERY - FOCȘANI 
 
The Paradis Winery is the only wine cellar of this size in all of Central and Eastern 
Europe. Over 4,000 oak barrels house the best  distillates of wine during the aging 
process, thus passing the test of time and giving travellers the possibi lity to enjoy 
a reserve of over 1,000,000 liters of disti llates, whose quality placed us on the 
highest stage of the podium at competitions worldwide. The time that has passed 
over these distillates has retained t he mineral aroma and the floral notes specific 
to the varieties from which they were obtained, but added the unmatched notes 
of coffee, chocolate and tobacco, giving them flavor, elegance and strength to 
assert. 

useful information
address:
8, Bucuresti Boulevard, Focsani
Municipality, Vrancea County
contact: contact@vinconromania.com
website: www.vinconromania.com
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14  PANCIU DOMAINS
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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useful information
address:
Sarbi village, Vrancea County
contact: Eugeniu Odainii
+4 031 101 134
e-mail: eugen.odainii@casapanciu.ro
website: www.domeniilepanciu.ro

PANCIU DOMAINS - SARBI COMMUNE 
 
Located on the Piedmontese steps of the Curvature Sub-Carpathians, the town of 
Tifești is in the middle of the vineyards in the  North of Vrancea County, which 
forms the Panciu Vineyard. The winery takes pride in the fact that some of the 
best white and sparkling wines from Eastern  Europe are produced here. The 
Panciu Domains have a mansion right in the middle of the vineyard, where to urists 
can take guided tours of the winery, to attend bot h the process of wine bo ttling, 
and wine-tasting, in a wonderful setting offered by the Hills of Vrancea. At t he 
same time, the winery offers travelers various tours (with or without wine -tasting), 
cycling routes among the v ineyards or facilities such as: tennis court, billiard r oom 
etc. 
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15  MACIN WINERY
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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MĂCIN WINERY - MĂCIN 
 
Located in the Sarica-Niculițel wine region, Măcin Winery’s vineyards expand over 

300 ha of land. Half of the vineyard is located in the Cerna reg ion, between Măcin 
Mountains National Park and Dealul Chervant Forest Reserve, while t he other half 
is located on the Carcaliu Hill - a Natura 2000 site. The Măcin Winery takes pride 
in being the o fficial wine distributor of the Royal House of Romania, sin ce the year 
2011. The winery has two tasting locations, namely the Dobrudjan Winery and 
Terente’s Cellar. The later was recreated near the native town of the famous 
bandit, known as Terente, or “King of the Ponds”. Tourists can listen to  stories 
about the gifted  bandit, they can taste and buy wines from Sarica Niculi țel 
Vineyard, in a wine cellar such as those in the old days.  

useful information
address:
2A, Viticultori Street, Macin, Tulcea County
contact: +4 0730 018 168
e-mail: office@vinuridemacin.ro
website: www.vinuridemacin.ro
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16  DARIE WINERY 
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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DARIE WINERY - TOPALU 
 
On the hills near the n ational road DN2A, not far from the city of Hârșova, lies the 
vineyard of the Darie family, with the winery bearing the same name. The 
production journey of this wine st arts at vineyard located on the calcareous 
shores of the Danube, which benefits from the Black Sea and Danube wind 
breezes and also from the Dobrudja soils.  

useful information
address:
507, Dunarii Street, Topalu, Constanta County
contact: Valentin Chiru
+4 0741 208 770
website: www.cramadarie.ro
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17  MURFATLAR VINEYARD AND WINERY
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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MURFATLAR VINEYARD AND WINERY 
 
Murfatlar Winery is located in the South -Eastern part of Romania. The vineyard 
covers an area o f 3,000 hectares. The continental climate, the diversity of the 
location of the vineyard s, the protective effect of the relief against the 
predominantly North -Eastern cold currents, the favorable influence of the Black 
Sea region, which tempers the excessive heat and cold, gives the Murfatlar 
Vineyard a particularly favorable microclimate for making a wide variety of wines.  
In the Murfatlar portfo lio we find red, white and rose wines, sweet, semi -sweet, 
semi-dry, dry and liqueur, thus covering all segments of consumers. The winery 
is home to almost 40 years of tradition, and tourists can taste 9 varieties of wine. 
10,000 tourists visit the tourist center annually. Travelers can also visit the Wine  
and Vine Museum, which houses dozens of valuable exhibits, representative for 
the wine field in the SouthEast of the country.  

useful information
address:
1, Crangului Street, Constanta Municipality
contact:+4 0241 611 390
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18  VLADOI DOMAINS
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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useful information
address:
14, Murfatlar Street, Siminoc commune,
Constanta County
contact: Anca Maria Vladoi
+4 0766 539 071
e-mail: office@domeniulvladoi.ro
website: www.familiavladoi.ro

VLĂDOI DOMAINS - MURFATLAR 
 
The Vlădoi Family Vineyard is the only source of grapes for wines produced in its 
own winery. The winery is located in the village of Siminoc, about 20 kilometers 
from Constanța, on the hills of Murfatlar and stretches over an area of 19 ha. The 
wine heritage includes nativeand international varieties, both for white wines – 
Pinot Gris, Sauvignon Blanc, Muscat Ottonel, Chardonnay, Tămaioasă 
Românească, Fetească Regală, Riesling Italian, as well as for red wines - Merlot, 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Fetească Neagră, Syrah. 
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19  CLOS DE COLOMBES 
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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CLOS DE COLOMBES - 23 AUGUST 
 
The Clos de Colombes Domains are the result of the vision of Anne Marie 
Rosenberg, who has transformed an old farm, located on the shores of the Black 
Sea, into a wine estate. Located near the Comorova forest, opposite to the 
Tatlageac Lake, and a few meters from the Black Sea, Clos de Colombes has all 
the advantages to offer a charming stay in a healthy en vironment, full of calm and 
refinement. The restaurant of th e complex is arranged in a former w ine building, 
which also offers a generous volume, in a  refined, original and friendly 
environment. The deco ration of this country house is oriented to wine and wine , 
is a subtle mixture of modern and rustic. Here, tourists can taste the vineyard’s 
wines, paired with different dishes.  

useful information
address: Olimp Street, 23 August
commune, Constanta County
contact: +4 0754 027 124
e-mail: contact@closdecolombes.eu
website: www.closdescolombes.eu
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20  VIISOARA WINERY
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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useful information
address: 291, Crangului Street, Cobadin
commune, Constanta County
contact: Gheorghe Albu
+4 0787 327 859
email: cramaviisoara@yahoo.com
website: www.cramaviisoara.ro

VIIȘOARA WINERY - COBADIN 
 
At the Viișoara Winery, on the soils where the old wine cultures removed during 
the Communism Regime, nowadays new vines were cultivated, with material 
brought from France. A 130-year-old institution, the Morisson Couderc winery, 
was the source for the planting material, that corresponds precisely to the 
qualities of the wine varieties. The varieties grown are white and red. The white 
varieties are registered, as following: Fetească Albă, Fetească Regală, Pinot Gris, 
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Muscat Ottonel, Tămaioasă Romanească, Riesling 
Italian. The red wine varieties are Pinot Noir, Fetească Neagră, Merlot and Cabernet 
Sauvignon. 
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21  THE ADAMCLISI DOMAINS
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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THE ADAMCLISI DOMAINS - ADAMCLISI 
 
Adamclisi estates cover an  area of 126 ha in the locality loaded with history - 
Adamclisi, in the South -East of Romania. The young nob le living wear the molcom 
hills terraced and are inc luded in the European Protected Designation of Origin - 
D.O.C. ADAMCLISI. For more information, tour ists can contact the winery via 
telephone, or via website.  

useful information
address: 1, Aleea Monumentului, Adamclisi,
Constanta County
contact: +40 21 322 66 48
email: info@domeniileadamclisi.com
website: www.domeniileadamclisi.com
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22  RASOVA WINERY
SECTOR 1SOUTH REGIONS OF ROMANIA
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RASOVA WINERY - CERNAVODĂ 
 
An ideal area bathed in the Dobrudjan sun creates a new experience f or all who 
are curious to visit Rasova Winery. The poten tial of the terroir is given by the 
presence of the Danube wind , of the calcareous and sandy soil, of th e Dobrudjan 
trophic chain – the presence of rare plants and animals. Visitors can follow the 
course of the Danube on the sunny terraces of the winery, which describe a 
charming landscape and harmoniously complete th e “wine road”. Visitors can 
take part in the entire winemaking process, from grapes to fermentation in tanks 

and maturation in special barrels. The main grape varieties grown in Ra șova, with 
care and passion for  quality, are: Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Gris, Cabernet, Syrah 
and Pinot Noir.  

useful information
address: Dealul Vifor, Cernavoda
Municipality, Constanta County
contact: +4 0720 737 777
email: salut@cramarasova.ro
website: www.cramarasova.ro
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Wines of Romania
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Wines of Romania 
The traditions of Romanian winemaking are rooted in ancient times. The peoples 
who lived on the territory of present-day Romania, already in the 7th century BC. 
e. knew the secrets of making wine. Perhaps that is why, speaking about their hot 
character, Romanians claim that it is not blood at all that flows in their veins, but 
real red wine. 
The main territory of Romania is located in the continental  climate zone with hot 
summers and not very cold winters. Geographically, this country is located at the 
same latitudes as France. Therefore, it is not surprising that the climate here is 
very favorable for growing not only local aboriginal grapes, but also vines of 
classic French varieties that were brought into the country after the phylloxera 
epidemic that occurred at the end of the 19th century. Although the climatic 
conditions and location of Romania allow grapes to be cultivated almost 
everywhere, there are a number of regions with particularly favorable conditions 
for growing grapes. Thus, the mild climate of the southeastern territories is due 
to the proximity of the Black Sea, and the western and eastern slopes of the 
Carpathian Mountains reliably protect the vineyards from strong winds. The wide 
range of soils - from stony to sandy and clayey - also contribute to the creation in 
Romania of a large variety of wines, unique in character and bouquet.  
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Regions and vineyards 
Today in Romania 70 million decalitres of wine are produced annually. The 
vineyard area is about 300 thousand hectares. At the same time, half of all 
vineyards in the country belong to cooperatives, a third to private owners and 
only 16% to the state. 
 
The largest wine region in Romania is located near the city of Focsani on 
limestone, loess and sandy soil. A variety of red and white wines are produced 
here, and the localities of Odobeşti, Cotesti, Panchu and Nicoresti gave their 
names to the most famous of these wines. The grapes growing in the area include 
the classic varieties - Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot Noir, and local varieties: 
Fetpyasca Albe, Graça, Temiyoase. 
 
No less famous in Romania is the Tarnave wine region located in the northwest. 
Here, in the river valleys on the Transylvania plateau, grapes of classic European 
varieties are grown and, according to old recipes, widely known dry wines are 
produced in the world - Muscat Ottonel, Traminer pink, Sauvignon Blanc, Rulander 
(Pinot Gris), Feteasca Albe. 
In the south-east of Romania, on the sunny plateau of Dobrudja, there is the 
warmest wine-growing region - Murfatlar, which covers an area of more than 10 
thousand hectares. The proximity of the Black Sea, the sun, almost all year round 
warming the vineyards with its rays - all this allows us to produce excellent semi -
sweet and sweet wines from such late grape varieties as Chardonnay, Muscat 
Ottonel, Pinot Gris, as well as semi-sweet red wines Cabernet Sauvignon and 
Merlot. 
 
In the sunny vineyards of Dyalu Mare, located in the valleys on the southern slopes 
of the Carpathian Mountains, red grapes are mainly grown.  
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In addition to the well -known varieties - Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Pinot 
Noir, unique Romanian grape varieties - Babasca Neagra, Feteasca Neagra are 
grown here, from which excellent dry wines are obtained. The Dyalu Mare region 
is also famous for its  exceptional wines made from late harvest grapes. The 
oldest vineyards in Romania are located in the northeast of the country in the 
foothills of the Carpathians, near the border with Moldova. The first mention of 
one of the oldest wineries - Cotnari, date s back to the middle of the 15th 
century. The area of these vineyards is 2 thousand hectares. They are located in 
a special microclimate zone, as they are surrounded by high hills that protect 
the vineyards from the cold wind. All Cotnari wines are made from ancient grape 
varieties that grow in the area. These are dry white Francusa, semisweet and 
sweet white wines of Feteasca Albe, aromatic Tamiyoase Romynasca and the 
most famous wine, the pearl of Romanian winemaking - Graça de Cotnari. But 
relatively "new" Romanian vineyards occupy the southern plains of Wallachia. 
Thus, pleasant aromatic white wines come from the Dragoshani region, red and 
rosé wines from Sigarchi and Sadov -Korabiya, and a number of red and white 
wines from the Arges vineyards.  
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The 7 Best Wine Bars 

In Bucharest
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While Italy is home to Tuscan vineyards and California might be famous for 
its Napa Valley, Romania is actually one of the world’s leading wine-producing 
countries. The geographical layout of the country ensures that the land is primed 
for producing wine. And, you’ll find a variety of delicious local grapes here t oo. 
So, when you’re looking for the best wine bars in  Bucharest, it means that you’ll 
find more than a few. And, they’ll all be stocked with some impressive, high -
quality local wines that rival any wine you’d taste in Tuscany or Napa Valley. 
Ready to indulge in the wine culture of  Romania? Check out our picks for the 
seven best wine bars in Bucharest. Order wine by the glass or opt for a w hole 
bottle as you’re definitely going to want to take some back home with you.  

Best Wine Bars In Bucharest 
 
1. Abel’s Wine Bar 
Abel’s offers a delightful selection of wine in a super cosy atmosphere. Enjoy 
quiet, candlelit tables as you sip from a variety of different wines, ranging from 
local Romanian bottles to delectable imported lab els from places like Italy and 
Chile. 

2. Industry Wine Bar 
At Industry Wine Bar, you’ll get the chance to sample some of the finest Romanian 
wine. And, while they serve international bottles as well, we suggest you stick with 
the delightful Romanian options. Ask the owners for recommendations and they’ll 
be happy to help you find something to suit your tastes.  
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3. 15A 
Boasting perhaps one of the most impressive menus of Romanian wine in the city, 
it’s easy to see why even the locals view 15A as one of the best wine bars in 
Bucharest. Along with serving a high -quality selection of wines, the locale itself is 
super cosy and eclectic. This is the kind of place that makes it easy to spend the 
entire evening sipping on sumptuous glasses of wine as you enjoy the company 
of friends. 

4. 1000 de Chipuri  
If variety and an evening of elegance are what you’re after, then 1000 de Chipuri 
is the absolute best place for you. Currently, you’ll find nearly 500 bottles from 
over 20 different countries all over the world, all stacked high along the walls and 
tucked away in secret alcoves. Pair your wine with some of their finest cheeses 
and relax in the quiet, tranquil atmosphere.  
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5. Marvin Wine Shop 
At Marvin Wine Shop, it’s easy to see why it’s one of the best wine bars in 
Bucharest. Upon entering, you’ll find a delightful fusion of passion, soul, art, and 
friendship, all through the vessel of wine. The staff work to create a truly inviting 
atmosphere in which to showcase a seemingly endless list of quality Romanian 
wines. 

6. Dianei 4  
Dianei 4 is actually one of the best cafes in Bucharest. And, it’s also one of the 
most Instagrammable spots in the city. While it’s not technically a full -on wine 
bar, they serve some of the finest wine you’ll find roaming around Bucharest. 
Head here to enjoy specialty wine by the bottle, or stick with glasses from places 
like Spain, France, and of course, Romania. They frequently hold wine tasting 
events, which is a great way to explore the local culture.  

7. Corks Cozy Bar 
We’ve saved one of the bests for last, as Corks Crazy Bar is by far one of the best 
wine bars in Bucharest. It’s modern, trendy, and cosy. Strung fairy lights hang 
above the lush green terrace. It’s there where locals and travellers alike gather to 
enjoy wines from all over the world. Their food menu is scrumptious and worth a 
look. And, while their wine list is Romanin -heavy, you’ll find bottles from places 
like Moldova, Greece, and even Austria.  
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23  “KOLONIST” FAMILY WINERY
SECTOR 2 SOUTH REGIONS OF UKRAINE
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“KOLONIST” FAMILY WINERY 
 
“Kolonist”  is a winery of Plachkov family. Kolonist winery is situated in a famous 
Ukrainian wine producing region – Danubian Bessarabia (the South of Odesa 
region), where viticulture has been established since the Greeks and the 
Thracians first discovered these fertile soils. 
Kolonist wines were awarded with honorary title "Commended" by the judges of 
one of the most influential competition "International Wine Challenge" which takes 
place annually in London: Cabernet Merlot 2013 and Chardonnay 2016 «Haut de 
gamme», and Cabernet Merlot LX. 
The winery focuses its attention on high-quality dry wines as well as produces 
semi-dry and sweet wines. Kolonist produces approximately 280 000 bottles per 
year, which allows to pay more attention to the quality of wine and adopt new 
technologies and innovations. 
Family winery "Kolonist" traditionally begins in August season harvest and opens 
a wine festival, which will last six weeks. Young wine is only once a year. It's not 
possible to transport a real young wine, so you can taste it only in a few months 
and only at the winery.  
If you decide to visit the winery, the tour will include degustation of 6-7 kinds of 
wines, traditional Bessarabian meals, excursion wine production unites and along 
the winery’s territory. It is an opportunity to visit the shop on the territory of the 
winery, where one can buy wines, oil, eco hand-made beauty products, etc. 

Useful info 
Location: 4 Bolgradska str., Krynychne village, Bolhrad district, Odesa region 
(highways M15 and T1631 from Izmail, Reni) 
Contact details:   
tel. +38 (067) 429 00 54,  
Production manager: +38 (067) 428 96 60  
Tasting room administrator : +38 (067) 428 96 02  
Web-site: 
Prices: 500 UAH (tasting &  excursion) 
Activities: wine tasting, local foods, excursions, crafts (cutting vines, making wine 
under preserved traditional techniques, etc.) 
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24  LLC “VINHOL OKSAMYTNE”
SECTOR 2 SOUTH REGIONS OF UKRAINE
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LLC “VINHOL OKSAMYTNE” 
 
Winery “Vinhol Oksamytne” was founded in 1998 in the village of Oksamytne of 
Bolhrad district, Odesa region. The winery is equipped with modern EU equipment 
for all stages of production: from Italian crushers and French pneumatic presses 
Vaslin Bucher for a thorough and gentle pressing of grapes to the Italian bottling 
line of still and sparkling wines.  
Winery “Vinhol Oksamytne” is a family winery which adheres to the traditions and 
produces real terroir wines. The enterprise grows Riesling which is used as wine 
material for Ukrainian sparkling wine. 
The winery offers tourists the tours jointly with local cheese farms and butcher's 
shop. Such combined tours are more complex and interesting for tourists.  

Useful info
Location: 1-B, Nova str., Oksamytne village, Odesa region, Ukraine (highways M15 and 
T1631 from Izmail, Reni)
Contact details:  +380674898920; +380674883763;
Web-site: www.villatinta.com.ua
Activities: wine tasting, local snacks, excursions
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25  "VINARIA" WINE CELLAR 
SECTOR 2 SOUTH REGIONS OF UKRAINE
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"VINARIA" WINE CELLAR  
 
Wine cellar "VINARIA" is located in the old part of Izmail city in one of historical 
cellars dated by XIX century.  This is a conceptual place, where you can taste dry 
Bessarabian wines, enjoy the cozy atmosphere and take your favorite wine with 
you. Here, the old-style basement is harmoniously combined with vintage decor, 
author's forging and furniture. The "VINARIA" offer exclusively dry wines, white - 
aligote, traminer, pinot gris, red - cabernet, merlot, pinot noir. The wines are 
produced without the addition of modern chemicals using the technologies of the 
ancestors. Wine cellar “VINARIA” offers unique original Bessarabian wines, and 
now is producing a new widow wine that is prepared with the spices f rom south-
east Asia.   

Useful info
Location: 51-53, Pokrovska str., Izmail, Odesa region. (highway M15) 
Contact details:  +38 (073) 053 7671, +38 (067) 482 3558;
Web-site: www.vinaria-wine-cellar.business.site
Activities: wine tasting, snacks and meals from local food, thematic events.
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26  "V.PETROV" CRAFT FAMILY WINERY
SECTOR 2 SOUTH REGIONS OF UKRAINE
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"V.PETROV" CRAFT FAMILY WINERY 
 
Petrov family winery Trademark V.PETROV is one of the 5 craft winemakers in 
Ukraine and produces the first certified organic wine in Ukraine for the production 
of which the own organic grapes grown in Bessarabia are used. At the “PAR Wine 
Award International 2019” in Dusseldorf, Germany, the wine received the golden 
medal in the nomination BIO.  

Useful info
Location: Strumok village, Tatrbunary district, Odesa region. (highway M15; T1628) 
Contact details:  +38 (067) 693 30 90 
Web-site: www.vporganicwine.com
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27  LLC “ICC SHABO” 
AND SHABO WINE CULTURE CENTER

SECTOR 2 SOUTH REGIONS OF UKRAINE
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LLC “ICC SHABO” AND SHABO WINE CULTURE CENTER 
 
Shabo is one of the oldest terroirs in Europe. Ancient Greeks are considered the 
forefathers of winemaking in this region. In the 6th century BC, Greek colonists 
founded the settlement of Tyras on the Black Sea shore and planted the first 
vineyards there. The Ottoman period in this land began in the 16th century. The 
settlement was renamed to Aşa-abag, Turkish for ‘ lower gardens’ (as vineyards 
were called back then). Various grape varieties were grown there, but there was 
one among them, which is still grown in Shabo and considered autochthonous: 
Telti-Kuruk, translated from Turkish as ‘fox tail ’. Shabo has a special program of 
preserving these unique grapevines. Shabo’s centuries-old winemaking traditions 
were at the basis of foundation in 2003 of Shabo Wine Company, a Ukrainian 
winemaking complex with full production cycle.  
Shabo Wine Culture Centre is located in a resort area in the Odesa Region, 
southern Ukraine – one of Europe’s oldest regions where winemaking traditions 
are dated as far back as the ancient times. Shabo Wine Culture Centre is the only 
tourist complex in Ukraine located right on the premises of an active winemaking 
enterprise – combining state-of-the art, high-tech production process with unique 
historical and cultural landmarks. Every year, Shabo Wine Culture Centre receives 
tens of thousands of visitors. The centre offers highly popular organized tours and 
hosts events aimed at improving the drinking culture, popularizing healthy 
lifestyle, and strengthening family traditions. 
Shabo Wine Culture Centre includes objects of modern art, majestic architectural 
complexes, unusual exhibits of landscape design – the only monument to a 
grapevine in Ukraine, Grapevine Trilogy art ensemble, Shabo Art Centre, 
Dionysus’s Fountain multimedia sculpture, a museum labyrinth, Georgian marani, 
two museum film auditoriums, Alpine hill, Shabo Museum. For the  convenience 
of the guests, Shabo has an original store offering the entire range of Shabo 
products, which includes over 80 brand names of the highest -quality beverages 
and where one can also buy souvenirs. Next to Shabo Wine Culture Center is 
Shabo Court, a cosy restaurant where tourists can wash down any meal with an 
excellent choice of Shabo’s still and sparkling wines, vermouths, brandies and 
grape vodkas. 
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Useful info
Location: 10 Swiss str., Shabo village, Belgorod-Dniester district, Odesa region. (highway 
M15 and R70) 
Contact details:  + 380 (48) 7000 210, +380 (67) 518-19-86; +380 (67) 556-11-17.
Web-site: www.shabo.ua/en
Activities: wine tasting, snacks and meals from local food, Wine Culture Centre tours, etc.
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28 WINEY ENTERPRISE “KOBLEVO”
SECTOR 2 SOUTH REGIONS OF UKRAINE
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WINEY ENTERPRISE “KOBLEVO” 
 
The vineyards of “Koblevo” are located in a unique natural area between the warm 
Black Sea and the protected Tiligul estuary. Unique soil and climatic conditions 
of this area allow to grow here grapes of the best European grades. The great 
variety of grapes is grown at this winery: Aligote, Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, 
Rkatsiteli, Irshai Oliver, Rhine Riesling, Muscat Ottonel and Traminer Pink, 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Muscat Hamburg, Merlot, Odesa Black, Bastardo Magarach, 
Saperavi, etc. 
In order to produce good wine, the workers go out at night to gather the best 
grapes, before the first sunrays. We love our work and consider every detail 
important. It is worth it, worth the difficulties and work. The workers make fires 
in order to warm the grapevines in winter, plant roses which protect grapevines 
from insects and don’t use chemicals, but use only mechanical devices to fight 
weeds.    

Useful info
Location: 2a Vynogradna st., Vynogradne v., Berezansky district., Mykolaiv region.
Contact details:  +38 (051) 532 01 00
Prices: 115-300 UAH
Web-site: www.koblevo.ua/en
Activities: tasting, tours, etc.
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29  FAMILY WINERY “SLIVINO”
SECTOR 2 SOUTH REGIONS OF UKRAINE
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FAMILY WINERY “SLIVINO” 
The first craft winery of Ukraine produced their first wine in 2016, and in 2018 
received the first license for craft winemakers in Ukraine. The tour begins where 
the wine is born - in the vineyard. The tourists will learn about the traditions of 
growing grapes in the region, about soils and climate, about the vine and grape 
varieties there, as well as what terroir is and how it affects the taste and quality 
of wine. Tourists there can enjoy the magnificent view of the Southern Bug River. 
A tour of "Slivino Winery" will allow you to gradually see al l the processes of 
making organic wine, from the composition of the soil in the vineyards - to the 
storage of wine in the cellar. 
When the grape season begins, tourists will be able to see the process of turning 
grapes into wine, take part in the collection, crushing and squeezing of grapes, 
see the fermentation process, and try young wine. Here tourists can not only try 
the entire line of wines of "Slivino Winery ", but also get information on how to 
taste wine, the subtleties of determining the taste and aroma, with which dishes 
you can combine, etc. 

Useful info
Location: 7 Prodolna str., v. Slivino, Mykolaiv region.
Contact details:  +38 (093) 822 21 48
Web-site: www.craftwine.com.ua
Activities: tasting, tours, etc.
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30  FAMILY WINERY “OLVIO NOUVEAU”
SECTOR 2 SOUTH REGIONS OF UKRAINE
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FAMILY WINERY “OLVIO NOUVEAU” 
Olvia is an ancient Greek colony founded by immigrants from Miletus in the first 
quarter of the VI century BC. on the right bank of the Dnieper -Bug estuary in the 
south of the modern Mykolaiv, at the territory of modern Parutino. Since then, in 
this area with its unique natural landscape conditions, winemaking has been 
started. This is a historical place where you can still find artifacts, such as, e.g. 
ancient Greek amphoras. 
Here, on the border with Olvia National Historical and Archaeological Reserve, the 
family winery “Olvio Nouveau” is located. On the historic slopes of the estuary, 
where grapes were grown in ancient times, the family now grows the wine grapes 
Johaniter, Alibarne, from which they make wine, and have a large collection of 
other grape varieties. All grapes are harvesting manually, and the scope of the 
production is 20 thousand litters pe year. For the aging of wine, 15 oak barrels 
are used. The exposure period is one year. 
There one can taste craft unique wines produced under traditional receipts, as 
well as new wines under author’s methods with original combination of different 
ingredients.  
 
Useful info 
Location: Parutino v., Ochakiv district, Mykolaiv region  
Contact details:  +38 (067) 5156317 
Activities: tasting, tours, etc. 
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BEST WINE BARS IN ODESSA
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If you find yourself in Odessa, it is no coincidence - spend your time with pleasure. 
We offer a list of Odessa wine bars that you must visit.  
 
Port.Wine Bar 
The Odessa Port.Wine Bar claims that real sailors drank win e only from glasses, 
so drinks are served in them. The Port.Wine Bar has simple and tasty food: the 
menu is mostly fishy with wine snacks. But the wines here are delicious and, by 
the way, mostly Ukrainian. The wine list of the institution includes more th an 15 
types of wine, which are prepared in Odessa. The best drink is considered to be 
quince wine, prepared according to a special recipe.  

Chas Pik 

Wine bar-restaurant Chas Pik  in Odessa is a place for people with good taste. A 
kosher restaurant in the very heart of the city - isn' t that enough for a good 
holiday? The institution serves unique homemade wine made at the family -owned 
Ukrainian winery "TINO".  
The grapes for this divine drink are grown on the territory of the Nizhnedneprovsky 
Nature Reserve with special trepidation.  
The wine list includes positions of dry red wine: Cab ernet and Merlot, as well as 
Alican Boucher and Cabernet Sauvignon. Here guests can also try white wines, 
including Chardonnay and Traminer.  
Once a week, the bar hosts tastings with professional sommeliers and tells the 
story of each drink.  
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WINE STORY 
 
WINE STORY is not an ordinary bar, but rather an unu sual wine shop with a bar. 
The institution has been operating in Odessa for several years and pleases both 
locals and guests of the capital. The assortment of the bar -shop includes more 
than 1000 names of various wines from thirteen countries of the world.  
As entertainment, guests are invited to participate in a tasting session and leave 
a review of the wines. Nuts, jamon and cheese are offered with wine.  

Fratelli 
Fratelli is a wine restaurant with Italian dishes and a non-trivial interior. The 
establishment has small but conceptual installations made from wine bottles that 
are reminiscent of European wineries.  
The wine list of the restaurant has more than 50 positions of various wines.  
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Solo Vino 
 
Wine boutique Solo Vino in Odessa invites visitors not only to purchase drinks, 
but also to taste new products and discuss the best positions. Ther e is a huge 
selection of wine and other exclusive alcoholic drinks.  
The assortment includes the best wines of France and Italy, Spain and Georgia. 
The wine list includes a line of Ukrainian sparkling and strong wines.  
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National Scientific Center "V. E. Tairov 

Institute of Viticulture and Winemaking" of the National 

Academy of Agrarian Sciences of Ukraine
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National Scientific Center "V. E. Tairov Institute of Viticulture and Winemaking" of 
the National Academy of Agrarian Sciences of Ukraine 
 
National Scientific Center "V. E. Tairov Institute of Viticulture and Winemaking" of 
the National Academy of  Agrarian Sciences of Ukraine is the leading research 
institution in the field of viticulture in Ukraine. Scientific activity began in 190 5. 
On the creation of the country's first scientific research institution "Wine station 
of Russian winegrowers and winemakers." The founder of the station was an 
outstanding expert in the field of viticulture and winemaking Vasily Yegorovich 
Tairov. 
As a result of the high-quality scientific performance of the institute, 130 varieties 
of table and technical grapes were brought up to the institute, 112 clones of 52 
varieties of grapes were cut, an d it was seen that they were ecologically necessary 
for the rejection of the crop for the growing season. The breeders make a 
contribution to the high -level institute for ampelographic collection, yaka 
narakhovuyu ponad 700 varieties of grapes of a suitabl e genetic and geographical 
nature, as well as a unique hybrid fund, which includes ponad 15 thousand. 
siyantsiv. 
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Sector 1
 Accomodation

Food and drinks

Focsani

ACCOMMODATION
1. Romantic Boutique Hotel - 6, Rarau Street
2. RRC Apartaments - 44F, Trotus Street
3. Rix Rooms - 16bis, Republicii Street
4. Green Park Boutique Hotel - 6, Garii Boulevard
5. Romeo Resort Guesthouse - 58, Marasesti Street
6. Valentino Rooms - 2A, Viilor Street
7. Vily Luxury Rooms - 123, Brailei Boulevard
FOOD AND DRINKS
1. Intim Restaurant - 2, Nicolae Balcescu Street
2. David's Restaurant - 101, Cotesti Street
3. Casa Vrânceana - 7-9, Barnusiu Simion Street
4. Laguna Focsani Restaurant - 18, Pavelescu Cincinat Street
5. Teatru Pastry Shop -75, Republicii Street
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Sector 2
 Accomodation

Food and drinks

Odesa

Accommodation:
1. Hotel “Poet”, 28, Zhukovskoho str.;
2. Hotel “Royal Street”, 27, Derybasivska str.;
3. Hotel “Alarus Luxe Hotel & Restaurant”, 82A, Velyka Arnautska str.;
4. Hotel “Aleksandrovskyi”, 12, Oleksandrivskyi ave.;
5. Hotel “Voyage Hotel”, 62, Panteleimonivska str.;
6. Bristol Hotel Odessa, 15, Pushkinska str.;
7. City Hotel Bortoli, 19, Torhova str.;
8. Vintage Hotel, 55, Uspenska str.;
9. Hotel “Panorama De Luxe”, 6/8, Mukachivsk Lane.
Food and drinks:
1. Restaurant of Italian cuisine “Fratelli”, 17, Hretska str.;
2. Restaurant of Georgian cuisine "Kinza", 31, Derybasivska str.;
3. Restaurant of Italian cuisine “Tavernetta”, 45, Katerynynska str.;
4. Restaurant “Sady Pobedy”, 28, Akademichna str.;
5. Chain of restaurants “Kompot”, 20, Derybasivska str.;
6. Restaurant "Kadorr", 66/3, Frantsuzskyi blvd.;
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TYPES OF TARGET CLIENTS

Origin Age Budget

local
national  

international

20-50 years old medium budget 
high budget

 TRAVELER PROFILE

Gastronomy enthusiasts / FRT/ SIT 
· higher education background 
· medium to high income 
· considerable interest in national cuisines, traditions and crafts 
· considerable interest in history issues 
· people with healthy lifestyle habits  
· travel in groups (family, friends, colleagues) 

 
 
Incidental enogastronomy fans 
This group likes to add gastronomic and healthy components to their 
holiday trip. However, they 
have another primary reason for their journey. They may choose 
restaurants, eco-farms, wineries and other thematic locations that fit their 
plans. 

TYPES OF TARGET CLIENTS

Origin Age Budget

local
national  

international

20-50 years old medium budget 
high budget
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MARKETING STRATEGY

ONLINE

1. Promotion on the website and in social 
networks, thematic forums.
2. Social media influencer integration and support
local population and local tourism participants
3. Promotion and partnership with digital tourism
newspapers and travel blogs
4. PDF guide and mobile app.

OFFLINE

1. Promotion via visibility materials at HoReCa 
places, partnership with tourism offices
2. Establishing partnerships with tour operators 
and local tourism service providers, etc.

NEW PRODUCTS / SERVICES RECOMMENDED

The tour offers opportunities for two main groups of tourists, namely: 
enogastronomic/ healthy enthusiasts and who seek recreational locations 
with national charm. Many local producers and true-believing individuals 
with personal farms/family wineries, collections, etc. do not identify the 
real potential of this tourism type that is one of the leading on the world 
level, and, moreover brings the high income in comparison with other ones. 
Thus, the market of local producers and eco-farms is not developed at 
necessary level, so it needs updates, support and promotion. In addition to 
this, using the experience of the leading countries, there is a good 
background for the development of the great range of new products. The 
recommended ones are: to recharacterize current acting production on the 
tourism aspect (conduction of wine-tasting, excursions, facilities for 
resting, etc), to cross over hobby to business; to include promotional 
component via online and offline tools; to pay attention on details and be 
qualified in chosen profession; use local elements and promote own culture 
and traditions; create on the basis of the production a small recreational 
complex (restaurant, hotel, etc.); involve bloggers and professional 
experts in promotional campaign.   

MARKETING STRATEGY

ONLINE

1. Promotion on the website and in social 
networks, thematic forums.
2. Social media influencer integration and support
local population and local tourism participants
3. Promotion and partnership with digital tourism
newspapers and travel blogs
4. PDF guide and mobile app.

1. Promotion via visibility materials at HoReCa 
places, partnership with tourism offices
2. Establishing partnerships with tour operators 
and local tourism service providers, etc.

OFFLINE
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Project funded by

EUROPEAN UNION
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 DEVELOPMENT OF TOURISTIC ROUTES IN THE

Project “Development of Sustainable Cultural Tourism in the
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Agency of Sustainable Development and European
Integration “Lower Danube” Euroregion”

Address:  58 Kyshynivska str., Izmail,
               Odesa region, Ukraine, 68600
E-mail:    asdei.euroregion@gmail.com
Website: www.asdei.od.ua

Joint Operational Programme Black Sea Basin 2014-2020
Agency of Sustainable Development and European Integration “Lower Danube” Euroregion”

Joint Operational Programme Black Sea Basin 2014-2020 is co-financed by the European Union through the 
European Neighbourhood Instrument and by the participating countries: Armenia, Bulgaria, Georgia, Greece, 

Republic of Moldova, Romania, Turkey and Ukraine.
This publication has been produced with the financial assistance of the European Union. The contents of this 

publication are the sole responsibility of Agency of Sustainable Development and European Integration 
“Lower Danube” Euroregion” and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union.
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